Students shuck up in Pine Grove

HEIDI HUEBNER
Staff reporter

Some twenty students braved the rain and a thirty-eight degree low last Wednesday to spend the night in the Pine Grove for the Habitat for Humanity Sleepout. This annual event was held partly as a fund-raiser, but its primary purpose was to increase awareness.

"It's done to show how some people live in a day and day out and with inadequate housing," said Brian Yarch ('97), fund-raising coordinator for Habitat. The event kicked off with forty-five minutes of singing led by Chapel worship leader Dwight Beal. Several students congregated to sing and to wish luck to those who chose to spend the night.

Many of the adventurers piled up to construct their temporary homes out of cardboard and duct tape. The homes came in all sizes and shapes, some more creative or technical than others. Others chose to lay down a carp and brave the weather in only their sleeping bags. The spirit of camaraderie floated through the Grove as students mingled, met neighbors, and shared cookies and suggestions for how to make it through the night.

"It doesn't matter if it rains or snows, homeless people don't have the option of going home," said Stacie Richards ('98), Habitat's president.

Not all of those who braved the elements were active Habitat members.

"We don't have any pledges but we will get some. We just wanted to see what it would be like to be homeless," said Craig Tommola ('00), of himself and boxmate Carl Rasche ('99).

Set-up started around 11 p.m. and lasted as long as it took for the participants to feel comfortable with their sleeping arrangements. James Palmer ('98), Kevin Edlefon ('97), and Matt Kuiper ('98), showed up after midnight with a hair full of cash and a van full of building materials. Fresh from Dykstra and Gilmore where they asked, begged, and wandered residents for pledges, the guys proceeded to construct their prize-winning box home.

Almost two hours after they slept, the mammoth creation of cardboard, styrofoam, and duct tape was complete. Habitat for Humanity t-shirts were given to those for winning "The Best Box" contest, which was judged by Richards.

Despite the steady stream of raindrops and whipping wind through the course of the night, the students remained determined to stick it out.

"There are some people who do this every night. I can do it for just one," said Laurie Ellison ('99), Habitat secretary.

The date for the sleepover was picked when school started. Members speculated that the organization chooses a date late in the fall so the weather isn't necessarily good.

Though many of the students collected pledges to help support Habitat's projects, the main goal of the sleepout was to make the campus aware of what some people experience every night. Those who seek more SLEEPOUT on 10
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Knick at Night

All-College Sing features palette of musical talent

NOELLE WOOD
staff reporter

The All-College Sing Saturday night brought once again an evening of thrilling vocals and roaring laughter to a packed house in the Knickerbocker Theatre.

The curtain rose for the first act of the evening on Heidi Bronkema ('97). Dressed in a sequined red dress and with Sara DeHaan ('97) on piano, she crooned “Don’t It Make My Brown Eyes Blue” by Richard Leigh.

Emcee John Heffron entertained spectators from the moment he stepped on the stage, describing his part in the event. “I’ll be hacking up people’s names. That’s my job,” he said.

Heffron kept the audience laughing between acts with his tales of childhood and college life. One anecdote poked fun at a professor who, instead of giving lectures, made students buy lecture tapes. “After buying the tapes at the Mafia-owned bookstore for $30,000, I put them in my little sister’s Teddy Ruxpin and my friends and I gathered every Thursday to listen to Dr. Teddy,” Heffron said.

Clad in jeans and flannel shirts with their hair in braids, Sara Dillbeck ('98) and Clara Everts ('99) posed for their act with somber, downcast eyes in keeping with the mood of their music. They sang in perfect harmony an a capella version of “Good Enough” by Sarah McLachlan which left the audience in reflective silence.

The sparkling Joni Norwood ('00) changed the mood dramatically with her cheerful rendition of “Glitter and Be Gay” by Leonard Bernstein, accompanied on the piano by Linda Hakken. Norwood charmed the crowd with her powerful soprano voice, proving she well-deserved her Best of Show and first place honors.

Another high point of the evening was the five-member band New Covenant, which played “Belong To Me” by Joanna Carlson. This soothing Christian song reflected a

The solid performance of the band The Nodding Heads propelled it to a first place finish in the Groups category. This group, although only six weeks old, played an original composition. Band members included Ben Lappenga ('99), Dan Patterson ('99), Matt Yoanberg ('99), and Josh Schicker ('99).
Beyond the Classroom

Books written by profs add new dimension to lectures

DAVE CLAUSEN
infocus editor

Regardless of the class you’re signing up for, there is the chance that you’ll be using a book written by your professor. In the past two years twenty-four Hope profs have published new books or revised their old ones on subjects ranging from computer science to detective fiction.

While not every professor who has been published has their books on a course syllabus, those who do cite several benefits. Dr. James Herrick, chair of the Communication Department, has written three textbooks on argumentation and rhetoric which are required reading for his analytic skills and upper-level rhetoric classes.

"The writing of books forces me to think through the organization of courses very carefully," Herrick said. He has also received feedback from students that he’s employed in revising new editions of his texts. As to whether he thinks that using his own works in class changes the way he grades, Herrick said that it doesn’t.

John Adamson (’97), a student in Herrick’s Communication 462 class, reports a positive experience in using the prof’s text.

“It’s difficult, but in a good way,” Adamson said. “Having a professor who’s written the text gives you insight into what it means.”

Teresa Musselman (’99), who takes Herrick’s Communication 160 class, found that using the professor’s text makes the course less difficult than the ones that utilize a text not written by a professor.

“It was easier,” she said. “Because if they write the book, it correspond to exactly what they think we should be learning.”

Dr. David Myers, professor of Psychology, is one of Hope’s more prominent published profs, having written ten books, including his widely circulated Intro to Psychology book used by 400,000 students “across the English speaking world.” Myers said. For Myers writing has also been helpful in his ability to give more to a class, although he is currently writing full-time.

“It’s certainly made me more broadly aware of my field,” he said. In employing his intro and social psychology textbooks in his courses, Myers makes efforts to ensure fairness in each one.

“I aim for a particular level of difficulty,” Myers said. “So that I’m not demoralizing students but not failing to challenge them.”

Currently at work on her first book, Dr. Lynn Japinga, professor of Religion, plans to have completed her work by August 1997. The book, an introductory work on Christian feminism, has also been an asset to Japinga in providing greater knowledge on her discipline.

“It gives me a real breadth of the issue,” Japinga said. “It’s easier to be more familiar with the range of subject matter.”

Dr. David Ryden, assistant professor of Political Science, published his first book over the summer on political representation in the American system.

Entitled Representation in Crisis: The Constitution, Interest Groups, and Political Parties, Ryden plans to use it as a supplement to his required course readings. He sees the use of a professor’s work as required reading in a positive light.

“Provided it is really tied to subject matter, the professor brings a level of depth and knowledge that is thoroughly unique,” Ryden said.

Although professors for the most part do not make a great deal in profit from book sales, they cite other reasons besides the monetary factor for publishing their works.

“It’s something you need to do to stay active as a scholar,” Japinga said.

Others included the expectations from the college to be published and the desire to investigate areas previously unexplored.

Whatever the reasons, Hope professors who publish books say they feel they provide a better learning environment for students who enroll in their classes by delving deeper into the issues.

seen & heard

“I think it’s excellent because you can better understand your teacher’s perspective. But then you are limited in your perspective.” —Andy Sill (’98)

“I think if there’s a better textbook out there it should be used.” —Trudy Cavanaugh (’97)

“I think that it’s a good idea because it’s easier for the professors to convey the course material to the students.” —Zack Miller (’97)

“It’s okay if it’s relevant to class material. Other opinions and views on subjects are needed also.” —Kuria VanWieren (’98)

“What do you think of profs requiring their own books for course reading?”

“I think it would put more pressure on the student to take the views of the professor instead of forming their own about the course.” —Stacie Hopkins (’98)
Joining the race
She sat hunched over the big white absentee ballot, her pen poised to make a mark. This was it.

It wouldn’t be the last ballot she cast, this time into the mailbox. But it still had that thrill to it. It was her first vote.

He knocked on the door of his friend’s room down the hall and the pair set out. Down the wrapping stairs in the stairwell, out the glass door, on the path toward Herrick Public Library they trekked. Thanks to the registration they were finally adults, and at 21 we can drink legally.

Pull alum and Hope parent defends tradition
Dear Editor,

The election draws near (only six more days!), I would like to take this opportunity to explain why I will cast my vote for President Clinton and the Democratic ticket on November 5th. Many supporters cite the economic strength we have come upon during the Clinton Administration. The Clinton Administration has lowered the budget deficit by 60 percent, reducing our national debt from $2.8 trillion to $1.1 trillion in six years. I feel this may help explain why I will cast my vote for President Clinton and the Democratic ticket on November 5th.

For me, it is not only these facts that concern me. It is a hindrance on the field of competition. It probably has a lot to do with the fact that they have never been one with the rope. I had the privilege during 1960-1962 of being the one of only two people that I know of who have pulled in three Pulls. I took a second semester leave of absence from the Hope College Library to help me pull. Although I wasn’t the result of pulling and this gave me the opportunity to pull in two Pulls, I think this is worth remembering and would have been a good time to pull in a third Pull.

I am proud of my daughter who thought that the activity worthy enough to be a moraler this year. The Pull could stand to maybe be done one day out of every year, which I receive the Anchor and reflect on “how sweet it was.”

Bob Folkerts (’65)
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Our voice.

Article reminds parenting prof of own tot-toting days
Dear Editor,

Thank you for your article on "Parenting Profs." It brought back memories of caring on philosophy discussion while bouncing my second child on my knee. It also reminded me to say a hearty "thank you" to the students and faculty of Hope College for the alternative small and large classes that my two sons gathered from mixing with you on campus and seeing you in our home. The enforcement from the philosophy faculty parents do a visible "balancing act" goes both ways: the campus is reminded of what the world outside is like and the children see that students and scholars have time to smile and chat with even the youngest guests.

Professor Carol Simen
Philosophy, Women's Studies

Pull alum and Hope parent defends tradition

Dear Editor,

It wouldn’t be the last ballot she cast, this time into the mailbox. But it still had that thrill to it. It was her first vote.

We mark the passage of our lives with milestones. At age 5 it was kindergarten, at 16 a drivers license. At 18 we were finally adults, and at 21 we can drink legally. For those of us who plan to vote this Nov. 5, we’ll be marking a rite of passage that makes being a legal adult have significance. For those of us who are undecided, it’s not too late to find out what the candidates stand for.

All we know that we should put on our coats and go out to cast our votes. But still some of us don’t quite get it. There remains even now some who don’t know the issues, and others who are sick of the issues. It isn’t too late for them. They can still become better informed.

But there are still others who believe that if they can’t settle on one candidate over another, their silence will speak for themselves. It doesn’t work that way. Silence at the polls doesn’t translate to conscientious objection or abstaining. Not voting classifies a citizen as a non-participant. How can that not be reflected by the actions of our government?

We've all been told our vote is our voice. We all know this is a milestone that will bring each of us into the world of citizenship. For some, it will signal the end of childhood. For others, it will mean the start of a life of responsibility. It wouldn't be the last ballot she cast, this time into the mailbox. But it still had that thrill to it. It was her first vote.

As the election draws near (only six more days!), I would like to take this opportunity to explain why I will cast my vote for President Clinton and the Democratic ticket on November 5. Many supporters cite the economic strength we have come upon during the Clinton Administration. The Clinton Administration has lowered the budget deficit by 60 percent, reducing our national debt from $2.8 trillion to $1.1 trillion in six years. I feel this may help explain why I will cast my vote for President Clinton and the Democratic ticket on November 5.

For me, it is not only these facts that concern me. It is a hindrance on the field of competition. It probably has a lot to do with the fact that they have never been one with the rope. I had the privilege during 1960-1962 of being the one of only two people that I know of who have pulled in three Pulls. I took a second semester leave of absence from the Hope College Library to help me pull. Although I wasn’t the result of pulling and this gave me the opportunity to pull in two Pulls, I think this is worth remembering and would have been a good time to pull in a third Pull.

I am proud of my daughter who thought that the activity worthy enough to be a moraler this year. The Pull could stand to maybe be done one day out of every year, which I receive the Anchor and reflect on “how sweet it was.”

Bob Folkerts (’65)

Economic strength, energy reason to cast Clinton vote
Dear Editor,

As the election draws near (only six more days!), I would like to take this opportunity to explain why I will cast my vote for President Clinton and the Democratic ticket on November 5. Many supporters cite the economic strength we have come upon during the Clinton Administration. The Clinton Administration has lowered the budget deficit by 60 percent, reducing our national debt from $2.8 trillion to $1.1 trillion in six years. I feel this may help explain why I will cast my vote for President Clinton and the Democratic ticket on November 5.

For me, it is not only these facts that concern me. It is a hindrance on the field of competition. It probably has a lot to do with the fact that they have never been one with the rope. I had the privilege during 1960-1962 of being the one of only two people that I know of who have pulled in three Pulls. I took a second semester leave of absence from the Hope College Library to help me pull. Although I wasn’t the result of pulling and this gave me the opportunity to pull in two Pulls, I think this is worth remembering and would have been a good time to pull in a third Pull.

I am proud of my daughter who thought that the activity worthy enough to be a moraler this year. The Pull could stand to maybe be done one day out of every year, which I receive the Anchor and reflect on “how sweet it was.”

Bob Folkerts (’65)
Cosmo Fraternity to fall out of Treehouse

JESSICA OWENS

This week when they closed the door on an era, Emily

Spotlight editor
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pus partying at Hope.

synonymous with off-campus house that has become synonymous with off-campus partying at Hope.

Owner Charles Danby bought the house as a place for his sons, Charles (’90) and Douglas (’92), both Cosmos, to live with their fraternity brothers off campus. Danby continued to rent the house to Cosmos after his sons graduated.

The name Treehouse evolved about eight years ago when some members of the Delta Phi sorority lived upstairs. Because the Cosmos’ quarters were on the top floor, the name Treehouse came into being.

While the Cosmopolitan sister security eventually moved out of the house, the name Treehouse stuck. Since that time it has developed a reputation as a “party house.”

The house has been the site of numerous “big blowout” off-campus parties for Cosmos, other Greeks, and independents.

At one time in Treehouse’s history it was not unusual for four to five hundred people to pass through the house in a single night, said a former resident.

Over the last couple of years the

parties have gradually been decreasing in size to a mere couple hundred people.

For Cosmo Daniel Pickering, the best thing about Treehouse was the variety of people.

“It was a place where you could always meet lots of different people,” Pickering said.

The Holland Police Department has been called more than once to break up large crowds of students disturbing their neighbors.

Community police officer Lisa Bancak has arrived at party houses and stood amazed that over 100 students could be packed into one house. She determines this as the reason why many of the party houses at Hope are “trashed.”

She described one house as “a hell hole. It was terrible. It was unlivable.” The fate of that house was decided by the Department of Environmental Health, which ordered the owners to “clean up” the house.

There are currently a variety of theories as to exactly why Cosmos are losing Treehouse.

“Initially, it was thought to be lost due to a lack of residents, but it was due to the fact that the landlord was preparing to sell the house,” said Pickering, one of the last three Cosmos to live in the house.

In actuality, Danby decided to sell the house because he was tired of not making any money off the property because he spent so much on repairs.

“They are decreasing, and the number of calls from angry neighbors has decreased as well.”

He also said that party houses must often be changed.

“When one house gets run down, you don’t want to live there,” he said.

Bancak agrees that large parties are decreasing, and the number of calls from angry neighbors has decreased as well.

“My feeling is that everything goes in cycles, he and other Cosmos still feel the loss of Treehouse.”

Pickering said, “Other houses may develop their own reputations, and if they last for years, their own legacies. However, there will never be another Treehouse.”

Sure you’re busy, but will others be busy when you need help?

HELPLINE

24 Hour Crisis Intervention
Suicide Prevention Service

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

No previous experience required.
Comprehensive training provided. College credits available.

For training information call the Helpline at 396-4357
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The Cosmopolitan Fraternity closed the door on an era this week when they moved out of the off-campus house that has become synonymous with off-campus partying at Hope.

While the house on 50 E. 16th street, known to many Hope students as “Treehouse,” will not be physically destroyed, it will no longer be a place for partying on the weekends or an off-campus residence for members of the Cosmopolitan Fraternity.

Although Cosmos began living in the house about a decade ago it wasn’t until Charles Danby bought it that the house became the off-campus Cosmo Fraternity house.

Owner Charles Danby bought the house as a place for his sons, Charles (’90) and Douglas (’92), both Cosmos, to live with their fraternity brothers off campus.

Danby continued to rent the house to Cosmos after his sons graduated.

The name Treehouse evolved about eight years ago when some members of the Delta Phi sorority lived upstairs. Because the Cosmos’ quarters were on the top floor, the name Treehouse came into being.

While the Cosmopolitan sister security eventually moved out of the house, the name Treehouse stuck. Since that time it has developed a reputation as a “party house.”

The house has been the site of numerous “big blowout” off-campus parties for Cosmos, other Greeks, and independents.

At one time in Treehouse’s history it was not unusual for four to five hundred people to pass through the house in a single night, said a former resident.

Over the last couple of years the parties have gradually been decreasing in size to a mere couple hundred people.

For Cosmo Daniel Pickering, the best thing about Treehouse was the variety of people.

“It was a place where you could always meet lots of different people,” Pickering said.

The Holland Police Department has been called more than once to break up large crowds of students disturbing their neighbors.

Community police officer Lisa Bancak has arrived at party houses and stood amazed that over 100 students could be packed into one house. She determines this as the reason why many of the party houses at Hope are “trashed.”

She described one house as “a hell hole. It was terrible. It was unlivable.” The fate of that house was decided by the Department of Environmental Health, which ordered the owners to “clean up” the house.

There are currently a variety of theories as to exactly why Cosmos are losing Treehouse.

“Initially, it was thought to be lost due to a lack of residents, but it was due to the fact that the landlord was preparing to sell the house,” said Pickering, one of the last three Cosmos to live in the house.

In actuality, Danby decided to sell the house because he was tired of not making any money off the property because he spent so much on repairs.

“They are decreasing, and the number of calls from angry neighbors has decreased as well.”

He also said that party houses must often be changed.

“When one house gets run down, you don’t want to live there,” he said.

Bancak agrees that large parties are decreasing, and the number of calls from angry neighbors has decreased as well.

“My feeling is that everything goes in cycles, he and other Cosmos still feel the loss of Treehouse.”

Pickering said, “Other houses may develop their own reputations, and if they last for years, their own legacies. However, there will never be another Treehouse.”
A Perfect Fit.

Prince has a Part-time position that's right for you.
We offer:

- an excellent pay & evaluation system.
- bonus eligibility.
- flexible scheduling.
- a free membership to a full fitness center.
- a friendly, challenging, team oriented environment.
- advancement potential.

We are looking for talented people for the following Part-time positions:

- Production/Light Assembly
  (8 hours/day, 2nd or 3rd Shift, Saturdays)
- Housekeeping
  (Mostly evenings & Saturdays)
- Security (Weekends)

APPLY TODAY! - We will be accepting applications at the north entrance of the Prince People Center, 650 Waverly Road in Holland between 8am and 5 pm, Monday-Friday.

Prince is an equal opportunity employer. M/F.
Bedhead's sleepy 'Beheaded' hits stores

I first listened to Bedhead's new album 'Beheaded' in my room with the lights off.

Outside it was cold and drizzling and the sorrow of the music mixed well with the melancholy of the afternoon.

To be honest, I was unimpressed after first listen, and I was disappointed with their effort in comparison to their '93 release. The individual instrumental lines are rather simple, pulling maximum emotion from minimal use of talent or innovation.

Regardless, I listened to the album a couple more times over the weekend. Each time I re-listened to the album a couple more times over the weekend, I was convinced of its splendor and majesty.

Bedhead's sound is very powerful, weaving in and out of slow, melodic guitar leads and rhythmic, fast-paced sections of drum-driven fury.

The individual instrumental lines are rather simple, pulling maximum emotion from minimal use of talent or innovation.

The guitars use mostly single, sustainer tones and the bass wrinkles in complementary notes.

The drums hold a steady beat like nothing's changed.

With song titles like "Left Behind", "What's Missing", "Losing Memories", and "Withdraw" it is easy to get a picture of the lyrical content of most of the songs.

Kadane's lyrics are unpretentious and conversation like, sung with little inflection and often whispered. In "Withdraw", he sings "Nothing feels like living", just waiting for something more. Leave this place. It's not the same when there's nothing to do but try to act like nothing's changed.

It is hard to get a clear sense on what he wants, whether he is trying to escape into himself or from himself.

Regardless, he writes from a place we have all been, or still are, with an honesty and reservation unapproached by other writers.

In "Fello de se" he is obviously still searching, for something, this time for forgiveness. "If you would forgive me then I'd forgive myself, but forgiveness doesn't have these terms."

Hailing from Texas, Bedhead is rapidly becoming a hometown favorite.

Although they are gaining critical success for their albums and live performances, they have been content to stay on the indie label at first. The company consists of six dancers trained to portray the Taylor style.

Adding to Bedhead's appeal is Kadane's voice audible and deciplerable but never really accessible.

Kadane never raises his voice, with an honesty and reservation unapproached by other writers.

The Hope College Great Performance Series welcomes dance company "Taylor 2" to the Knickerbocker Theatre on Nov. 4 and 5 at 8 p.m.

Directed by Linda Hodes, the company was formed to introduce the work of Paul Taylor, who has been called "the world's greatest living dancer" by Newsweek.

The New York Times said "Taylor 2 has the ground running. The company has won nearly unmitigated praise from its audiences."

The company consists of six dancers trained to portray the Taylor style.

Bedhead's sound is very powerful, weaving in and out of slow, melodic guitar leads and rhythmic, fast-paced sections of drum-driven fury.

The drums hold a steady beat like nothing's changed.

Wind Ensemble and Orchestra
Intermission

To present
Weekend Concert Parents
Fri., Nov 1 at 8 p.m.
Dimnent Chapel

BICYCLES
That's more than a slogan, it's our mission, our mandate, our dream!
Stop in and find out why we're all you need to know for cool bikes-n-bike stuff.

• Maintenance classes are forming now!
• All summer clothing 40% off!
• Way-cool deals on way-cool wheels!

380 Chicago Drive- next to Russ' 396-6084 e-mail Wheel@highwheeler.com Website- www.highwheeler.com

Attention: We have current information regarding abortion, suicide, assisted suicide, adoption, and Crisis Pregnancy Centers. Contact: Right to life of Hol-105's Waverly Rd. Phoenix -396-1037.

Li C: The next few weeks are going to be crazy. I'm glad you'll be there.

'99 Play: Here's your chance to shine and show all of your hard work. Just relax, have fun, and be wacky! We're so proud of you. Let's go odd year!!—Your "99 Song Morale Coach, think you are better than all the boys in the world. I love you.

'99 Morale Coaches: What can we say? Eloilo loves you and do we! You have been a wonderful support to us. Thanks for all of your hard work and dedication. ODY YEAR—ONLY YEARS—Kiersten and Nicki

'98 Nykerk Committee: Thanks for all of your hard work. It will shine on Saturday. Best wishes to you all.—Kiersten and Nicki

Homecoming queen: you are making all sorts of connections. Just one more to go. We love you.

'98 Nykerk Committee: Where did the time go? Words will never express how much I appreciate everything that you have done. Nylerk will Rock on Saturday. You are the greatest. Never forget the kitties. Enjoy the journey.—Your partner in crime, Kiersten

'99 Song: We love you! Eloilo and Eeyore

Honey Bunches of Oats: This is it! Everything is coming together. We are going to Rock on Saturday. It has been an awesome journey. You are our partner in crime.

For Sale: Two computers—Panasonic Dot Matrix KX-P2123, includes paper, labels, and extra rib-

Couple of the Canyon: the leaves are gone. The wool is here. I love you!

J: You are going to be wonderful. Just make that connection. We love you. J & J

EARN EXTRA INCOME: Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing phone cards. For information send a self-addressed stamped envelope to Inc., P.O. Box 8878, Miami, FL 33164

Balto rocks! watch it

Good to the last drop

The Ank

We at the Anchor are looking for paid positions. If you like politics, cutting edge news, and busting the big scoop then become the Infocus Editor. What about campus news? Want to be up on the haps around Hope? Campusbeat Editor is your calling. Would you like to pioneer a new section? Like to be daring? The Religion Editor could be for you. Meet new people, polish your leadership skills, and have lots of fun. Join the Ank.

Swing by the office in the De Witt Center behind WTHS and pick up an application or email us at ANCHOR.
The spirit of Halloween may traditionally be depicted by ghouls and ghosts, but many Hope students are additionally be depicted by a community service project and spooks around campus.

CARRIE TENNANT  
campusbeat editor

The women of Dykstra Hall, along with College East and Scott Hall, are sponsoring their fifth annual trick-or-treat night on Halloween for local children. The event, which will run from 6:30 until 8 p.m., normally brings around 150 costume-clad youngsters knocking on cluster doors.

“It’s a good community service opportunity,” said Holly McKee, Dykstra Hall RA. "Children can trick-or-treat at all clusters in Dykstra Hall, and at participating doors in College East and Scott Hall, which will be marked with pumpkins. According to McKee, faculty and staff are notified of the event and flyers are also sent to Lincoln School.

"A lot of the RDs are teachers, so they will pass out flyers to their classes as well," McKee said. Students are also welcome to bring their children or community “little brothers” or “little sisters.”

McKee emphasized the work that the Dykstra women do to prepare for the event, donating time and materials to decorate the cluster and fill trick-or-treat bags with goodies.

"Right now we have decorations up in the cluster, some cobwebs, and some of the girls have costumes," said Becky Timmer (’99), Dykstra Hall RA. "We’re going to dress up and hand out candy."

For the second year in a row, President John H. Jacobson will serve as a judge for the cluster decorations.

The winning cluster will be treated to a pizza party.

The Emersonian Fraternity kicks off a philanthropic effort of their own with a used clothing drive.

For Nov. 1 until Nov. 22, students, faculty, and staff can drop off clean used clothing at Kuyper Cottage, 124 E. 13th Street.

The Emersonians will collect the clothing and deliver it to the Salvation Army in Holland.

The project is similar to one that the Emersonians did last spring.

Mortar Board will brighten up Halloween for students in residence halls when they costume themselves and parade through halls handing out candy in a “reverse trick-or-treating” event.

“We were looking for an event that could benefit residents of the College, kind of to get our name out and to brighten their holidays a little bit,” said Laura Listonberger (’97), Mortar Board president.

The Mortar Board held their traditional trick-or-treating for non-perishable food donations on Tuesday, Oct. 29.

Members of the Centurian fraternity and the Kappa Delta Chi sorority teamed up with the City of Holland last Friday to participate in a Youth Day at the Civic Center sponsored by the City.

The students donated McGruff the Crime Dog and the Crash Test Dummies suit, and distributed pizza and pop to attendees.

Top 15 things to do this Halloween

1. Dress in black, eat oranges, and comment on the poetry of your situation.

2. Eat all the candy your parents sent you and then when the kids come to the door say, "We at Frode don’t celebrate pagan holidays like Halloween."

3. Scratch yourself in strange places all day long.

4. Stand in the middle of a pumpkin patch sucking your thumb and watch the sky for the Great Pumpkin to come and spread joy across the world.

5. Get all dressed up and go to the Movie and say, "Isn’t there a DeWitch Bash going on tonight?"

6. Dress up like Marlon Brand and rip off your shirt, screaming "Traitor!"

7. Listen to smashing pumpkins.

8. Go to Leaf and Bean 33 and check out the freaks dressed like normal people.

9. Dress up like Santa Claus and say, "So I’m early, who cares?"

10. Light yourself on fire and when someone asks what you are dressed up as, say, "I am a person on fire. Can’t you tell?"

Voorhees exposes secrets in cellar

"We went into one room and when the door slammed behind us we were afraid someone was going to jump out and grab me," Alicia Tornich (’99) said.

Scared participants had to choose a path at one point in the haunted house.

One option was a maze-like path and the other was a touch tunnel, both popular sections.

"I thought that I’d never get out of that maze," said Tanner. "I screamed every time someone grabbed my ankles."

The Haunted House is put on by Voorhees residents, but other students are welcome to participate.

This year we had about 45 people involved, including two alumni," Westhus said.

Plans for the Haunted House began in September when advertising began. Information was posted recruiting anyone who was interested in contributing.

"Anyone who had ideas was welcome to help," Westhus said.

"I think that everything ran smoothly and everyone had a great time," said Westhus. "I loved to hear people say ‘Let’s go again’ at the exit."

Swooner photo by Zach Johnson

TRICK OR TREAT: Sigma active Janeen Gibson (’98) hands out candy to Lincoln Elementary students at annual bash.

Kim Powell  
spotlight editor

The Sigma Sigma Sorority invited over 40 Lincoln Elementary students to their cottage for an afternoon Halloween Party as a service project, aimed at defusing the Greek party image.

But according to their elementary school guests they still know how to throw a great bash.

"It helps break down the Greek stereotype," Sigma Amanda Klapp (’98) said. "We do more than just party."

Although the service project is a good way to improve public relations with the Holland community, it is also an event that the sorority looks forward to each year because they love to spend time with the kids.

"We love to do this every year," said Julie Hoving (’98). "It’s just a lot of fun and the kids love it."

The Sigmas have been hosting this event for as long as any of the actives can remember.

The afternoon was highlighted by Halloween games. Lincoln students took advantage of the hour to play and gave the activities their all.

Sigmas controlled the crowd by breaking them up into small groups of about eight and providing different activity stations.

Even though the lively party did disturb the neighbors with kids playing the Halloween version of "Duck, Duck, Goose" Ghost, Ghost, Boo, the Sigmas didn’t mind.

KIM POWELL  
spotlight editor

"It’s a good community service project and spooks around campus," said Holly McKee, Dykstra Hall RA. "Children can trick-or-treat at all clusters in Dykstra Hall, and at participating doors in College East and Scott Hall, which will be marked with pumpkins. According to McKee, faculty and staff are notified of the event and flyers are also sent to Lincoln School.

"A lot of the RDs are teachers, so they will pass out flyers to their classes as well," McKee said. Students are also welcome to bring their children or community “little brothers” or “little sisters.”

McKee emphasized the work that the Dykstra women do to prepare for the event, donating time and materials to decorate the cluster and fill trick-or-treat bags with goodies.

"Right now we have decorations up in the cluster, some cobwebs, and some of the girls have costumes," said Becky Timmer (’99), Dykstra Hall RA. "We’re going to dress up and hand out candy."

For the second year in a row, President John H. Jacobson will serve as a judge for the cluster decorations.

The winning cluster will be treated to a pizza party.

The Emersonian Fraternity kicks off a philanthropic effort of their own with a used clothing drive.

For Nov. 1 until Nov. 22, students, faculty, and staff can drop off clean used clothing at Kuyper Cottage, 124 E. 13th Street.

The Emersonians will collect the clothing and deliver it to the Salvation Army in Holland.

The project is similar to one that the Emersonians did last spring.

Mortar Board will brighten up Halloween for students in residence halls when they costume themselves and parade through halls handing out candy in a “reverse trick-or-treating” event.

“We were looking for an event that could benefit residents of the College, kind of to get our name out and to brighten their holidays a little bit,” said Laura Listonberger (’97), Mortar Board president.

The Mortar Board held their traditional trick-or-treating for non-perishable food donations on Tuesday, Oct. 29.

Members of the Centurian fraternity and the Kappa Delta Chi sorority teamed up with the City of Holland last Friday to participate in a Youth Day at the Civic Center sponsored by the City.

The students donated McGruff the Crime Dog and the Crash Test Dummies suit, and distributed pizza and pop to attendees.
participated in the sleepout were glad they could be a part of the experience. "It taught me to be humble," said Peter Kim (10).

Habitat for Humanity has grown into an organization of fifty active members this semester. Events occur every weekend, and interested parties can sign up at the Student Union desk. On Nov. 2, the group is having a workday, and on Nov. 10 there are plans to dedicate the latest house finished by the group.

"The most important thing women have to do is to stir up the zeal of women themselves."

—J. Mill

In the spirit of sisterhood, the Pan-Hellenic Council wants to wish all the women in Nykerk the best of luck.

Hope College Parents Weekend • 1996

Friday, Nov. 1 to Sunday, Nov. 3

A Different Kind of College.
A Different Kind of Event.

Brochures available at the Student Union Desk.

May the Great Pumpkin bless you with lots of sweets!

love, the ghouls at the ank office

Congress minutes

The meeting held Oct. 23, was called to order at 8:03 p.m. Absent with notice was Lisa Jutte, without notice was Joel Brandt.

Cabinet Remarks

A. President Ryan Cook stated that new constitutions were in and distributed them.

Guest Speaker: Director of Public Safety Duane Terpstra

A. He discussed bicycle theft and what is being done. He also discussed the recent assault on campus, answering questions.

B. He talked about shuttle vans and what Public Safety is doing about them.

C. He told Congress to tell their constituents who get prank calls to keep track of them and report them to Public Safety.

D. He asked for specific lighting problems around campus so they can be checked.

E. He told Congress that Public Safety needs to get out and make it known that they are available to help.

Board and Committee Reports

A. Jessica Nelson met with the Student Communication Committee and they discussed the ethics of WHIS, Opus and The Anchor.

B. Carrie Koop met with the Curriculum Committee and they discussed changes in the biology department.

C. P.J. Huizenga met with the Board of Trustees Committee on College Advancement and they discussed the phonathon, Hope’s Web site and fundraising.

Task Forces

A. E/C found and fixed typos in the Constitution, and discussed the possibility of elections in the Spring.

B. H.A.N.D. is holding a canned food drive Nov. 20 to 27 and will be putting signs up soon. They are discussing speaker possibilities and will have a proposal next week.

C. C.C. is working on the Web page.

D. C.S. is working on a safety pamphlet and a possible off campus Shuttle Van to Meijer and the theater.

E. Ad-Hoc read the Mission Statement and will hand it out next week.

New Business

A. Nykerk Ad-Hoc of $1200 was approved.


Troubled?

Let the bicycle-therapists at highwheeler ease your pain!

Fall Tune-Up Special!
Now $29.99 (Was $39.95)

highwheeler
380 Chicago Drive- right behind Russ’ Eastown
396-6084/ www.highwheeler.com/
e-mail- wheel@highwheeler.com
Flying Dutch soccer split weekend double dip

GLYN WILLIAMS
sports editor

The momentum in last weekend’s Flying Dutchmen football game was even more back and forth than in the first half.

At one point the rain clouds were heavy and Hope was ahead by 14. At another point the sun was radiating and Hope’s offense was not.

After leading Alma 21-10 at halftime the Hope College Flying Dutchmen football team lost 31-28 in the second half.

Instead of opting for the punt, after 11:18 left in the game, but Hope was simply putty in the hands of Alma’s quarterback, the NCAC Division III total offense leader. He threw for 546 yards on 43 of 74 passes and four touchdowns. Alma ran the ball only 21 times the entire game.

The two teams’ offenses were almost exact opposites, as Hope threw the ball only six times and the yardage came the Dutchmen’s way on the ground.

They did the complete opposite of what we try to do,” Kreps said. “Yet they get it done, so you can’t argue with that.”

Graham had a spectacular game, rushing 245 yards and four touchdowns on 31 carries. That is an average of over eight yards per carry.

“They ran for 250 yards and you lose the game. How do you figure?” Kreps said. “They broke he broke he broke wide open and he was gone.”

The Dutchmen will face an equally tough passing attack next weekend at Kalamazoo. Kalamazoo’s quarterback is second in the nation in total offense.

“It’ll be a little different but similar in a lot of ways,” Kreps said. “They do a little more deep drop stuff, but they are going to throw it just as many times. Hopefully we can get some pressure on him.”

Lacrosse Club—Although their season doesn’t officially start until spring, Hope’s lacrosse club has begun practice and competed in a scrimmage already. They even lost to the Grand Rapids club, 8-3. Their next game will be this Saturday. All who are interested are encouraged to attend the meetings and practices on Mondays through Wednesdays at 5 p.m. and Fridays at 3 p.m. at the park, in front of Holland Municipal Stadium. or call either Andy Sharp (*98) at 6668 or Paul Ferris (*97) at 6489.

The College provides the equipment essential to becoming a top-notch lacrosse player. However, players are highly encouraged to purchase their own sticks.

“A player develops a personal relationship with your stick,” Sharp said. “You don’t want to use some old guy’s stick.”

On the agenda for later in the year is a winter trip to February and a Spring Break trip down South.

Sailing Club—Hope College’s active sailing club competed in the MCSA single-handed championships at the Macatawa Bay Yacht Club on the weekend of Oct. 19-20. Hope was the only non Division I school competing.

Then Dystra (*96) represented Hope in the competition and finished third.
Captain Enfuego  
Glyn Williams

Second chances
When Richie Parker was the star of his high school basketball team, his report cards were as spotless as his rap sheet. No F's, no signs of sinful behavior. Until one day in January of 1994 when in the hallway of his high school, Richie and a friend forced a 16-year-old girl to perform oral sex for 15 minutes. They were both 17 at the time. This mistake has completely altered Richie's life.

After pleading guilty to first degree sexual assault, the judge sentenced him to five years of probation. He heaved a sigh of relief, as he had anticipated jail time. By then he had already aplicated to and been accepted to a community college.

That should have been the end of it. When a minor commits a crime his or her records are sealed for life. They don't have to tell anybody, right? Well, not exactly.

A young reporter for the New York Times had decided it was his civic duty to tell all the universities recruiting the young basketball phenomenon and inform them of their talk of a convicted sex offender. After all, it made a hell of a story.

Without warning, schools would wonder how he was doing. Would he be recruited by Southern Cal, George Washington, Utah, Georgetown, and Arizona State? Lost Richie's phone number.

Richie was crushed. He had no place to go. He had nothing to do. His grades qualified him to be recruited by any school, but he needed the scholarship money.

His life as he knew it was over because of a 15 minute mistake. When Georgetown dumped him, they claimed it would be foolish to have a known sex offender learning from some of the same professors Bill Clinton had.

However, the University somehow overlooked the criminal record of former Hoyas point guard and current millionaire Allen Iverson when they offered him a scholarship.

Iverson was arrested while in high school for his part in a bar-room brawl. He even spent some time in jail.

Iverson showed little remorse for his situation and to this day denies his involvement. He got a scholarship, he got to play. Richie has shown a lot of remorse and also was never sentenced to jail time in his life. Everyone deserves a second chance. Richie made his mistake, apologised, and obeyed his probation. Let the man carry on with his life and make something of himself.

Thanks to the efforts of Gill Haynes, Long Island University's Provost and mother of three teenage girls, Richie will be wearing a basketball jersey this season. Not a game will go unopposed by local activists, many say.

Richie Parker will forever be haunted by this singular incident, while many others display acts of violence almost daily.

Everybody deserves a second chance, no matter what they did. Let Richie Parker live his life and play his game. Expectations are high. The team has a chance of entering the NIT tournament.

Iverson was crushed. He had no place to go. He had nothing to do. His grades qualified him to be recruited by any school, but he needed the scholarship money.

His life as he knew it was over because of a 15 minute mistake. When Georgetown dumped him, they claimed it would be foolish to have a known sex offender learning from some of the same professors Bill Clinton had.

However, the University somehow overlooked the criminal record of former Hoyas point guard and current millionaire Allen Iverson when they offered him a scholarship.

Iverson was arrested while in high school for his part in a bar-room brawl. He even spent some time in jail.

Iverson showed little remorse for his situation and to this day denies his involvement. He got a scholarship, he got to play. Richie has shown a lot of remorse and also was never sentenced to jail time in his life. Everyone deserves a second chance. Richie made his mistake, apologised, and obeyed his probation. Let the man carry on with his life and make something of himself.

Thanks to the efforts of Gill Haynes, Long Island University's Provost and mother of three teenage girls, Richie will be wearing a basketball jersey this season. Not a game will go unopposed by local activists, many say.

Richie Parker will forever be haunted by this singular incident, while many others display acts of violence almost daily.

Everybody deserves a second chance, no matter what they did. Let Richie Parker live his life and play his game.

Dutch fly through Corn Cob Relays

MIKE ZUIDEMA
staff reporter

Take some cheering runners, add some hair dye, mix in various uniforms and finally throw about a dozen corn cobs into the pot, and what do you get? It's a good, fun speed contest to get ready for conference. Dutchmen picked up their clubs and directed the team to a third place finish in the final MIAA standings, finishing behind Olivet and Albion.

Four players received All-MIAA honors. Mike Slette ('99) and Ben Fellows ('00) earned first team All-MIAA honors. Mark Northuis ('00) and Becky Timmer ('99) took second place finishes in the Hope Invitational (Oct. 11) and the Athletics Invitational (Oct. 6), the Athletics Invitational (Sept. 6), the Roadrunner Invitational (Oct. 5). The men have managed a trio of second place finishes in the Hope Invitational (Sept. 6), the Athletics Invitational (Sept. 14), and in the MIAA Jamboree (Sept. 21).

As the conference tournament nears, Northuis is confident. "We're doing well, we're healthy, and in good shape. We're just going to rest and be ready to go that way."

The women's team is currently in second place behind Calvin, with the men in third behind Calvin and Kalamazoo respectively. "Bannink and Jeremy Bogard ('97) have the best shot at making All-Conference. For the women of our top five have a shot, and that includes Muren Matchett ('97), Jennifer Ernst ('00)," said Ebels. "It's a good, fun speed contest to get ready for conference," said Cross Country Head Coach Mark Northuis. "It's a little endurance and a little speed, and we try and make it as close as possible."

Cross country team member to perform oral sex during the race. Fourteen teams of mostly three runners each ran in the relays which would be held on Hamilton Farm, with the men running three quarters of a mile and the women going six hundred meters. "I think it probably started with some people out horsing around," Northuis said.

Despite only having one player, the four person team of Liz Alves ('00), Dan Bannink ('97), Corinne Cravotta ('99), and Joe Fritzell ('98) took this SOCCER from 1st place to 3rd in their season total to 8th. She also has seven goals to her credit this season.

"I probably played (Gill) more minutes than I should have, seeing as there is another game to play," Slette said. "She is just so important to us in the middle of the game, in the middle of the field. Through-out the field in the second half I was very pleased with how she was playing."

The Flying Dutch close out their season this afternoon as they host a hapless Alma Scots team. Alma has a league record of 1-8, and is 1-2 overall. The Scots have scored only 10 goals all season, and lost to the Dutch 4-1 when they last played Oct. 5.

"We need to approach this game just like we have approached every game," Slette said. "We need to keep passing the ball. Our key to playing good soccer is we have to play as a team."